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Selected Text: Species of Spaces and Other Pieces 

 
 

Sue  The project myself, Jonelle and Darren are working toward is based on Lieux, which 
is one of the self-appointed tasks or experiments that Perec set for himself in Species of 
Spaces, which is about everyday living and documenting space, and how through a 
documentation of space, or kind of banal or very mundane seeming activities,  
transformative understanding can occur. He had a mathematician decide an algorithm for 
him, according to which he would choose two places every month that had meaning to 
him, and document them from memory and also by going to the location and sort of 
neutralising his subjectivity. The point being that there are two versions of things. 
 
Jonelle He calls it a three-fold experience of ageing, the memory itself, the place and the 
act of writing.  
 
Sue He was very concerned with producing artefacts, rather than representations.  
 
Jonelle A document of the experience. 
 
Sue An actual tangible link – he would put images, polaroids or business cards into an 
envelope with the text and seal them. I think it would have taken twelve years over all, 
following the algorithm, if he had completed it. 
 
So that’s just some context around what we’re doing. I suppose we could start by talking 
about how he’s primarily a writer, and how texts that came out of Liuex were described 
as realist texts, and how writing was implemented as the medium though his 
methodology of inventory, which has had a lot of resonance within visual art practices. 
 
Jonelle  His approach to words is different to Rilke’s or Berger’s, in that he’s not using 
them as poetically as they would to sort of evoke the experience; his use of words is more 
of a gesture to his surroundings, as when he’s listing the things around him in a ritualistic 
way. 
 
Sue  And he talks about experience as a medium and attention as process, so that the 
attention you pay something activates it, and it ceases to be peripheral.  
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Jonelle  That seems to be his whole project in Species of Spaces; I see it as sort of a 
photographic gesture. 
 
Kevin  It’s Berkelian – things being activated by your experience. 
 
Jonelle  His definition of space isn’t space ‘out there’, his listing of things isn’t done in a 
scientific way or a positivist way, he’s making a statement of experience by creating 
these inventories. It’s a listing of the way the world is differentiated by personal 
engagement.  
 
Angela  Has it ever been mentioned that he was interested in mindfulness? 
 
Sue  In terms of movements or bodies of thoughts, he was a part of the literary movement 
Oulipo, a group of mathematicians and writers that set themselves these seemingly 
hugely strenuous boundaries within which to make work, for example Perec wrote a book 
without the letter ‘e’ in it. And he was very interested in psychogeography, but I don’t 
know about mindfulness. What brought it to mind? 
 
Angela  It just strikes me in terms of coming from Buddhism and being completely 
engaged in the moment, so whatever the activity or object is, you are totally engaged in 
that experience of it.  
 
Sue  It’s really interesting that you’re approaching it in that way; Michael Sherigham – 
Everyday Life – talks about hew Perec has been stated as having this very Zen state of 
mind – as everything is happening in his head – but how at the same time, it has to be 
very much incarnate and be a fully embodied experience, because otherwise he wouldn’t 
be experiencing it in the same way. 
 
Kevin  I think there’s a danger of inflating it though. I think he was very conscious of not 
inflating the daily. 
 
Sue  I agree, but I also think as he was very aware of the precedents of Structuralism and 
the displacement of the subject. 
 
Angela  Not mindfulness as a means toward enlightenment, but in terms of ‘I’m washing 
the dishes, the water is getting warm.’ 
 
Oisín  Paying attention. 
 
Jonelle  These things have significance. You don’t have to go beyond these things to find 
significance; you don’t have to go any further than that, beyond your most banal trivial 
details to get at what he’s trying to talk about, what he’s saying about experience. 
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Darren  Would it be fair to say it goes so far as being an intention? Your actual response 
or your responsibility for your response is where the end is in itself, not the object of 
what you’re making. 
 
Sue  There was a heritage society in Paris that asked him to partake of some documentary 
work in a certain part of Paris, the end result of which he wasn’t happy with at all, but the 
fact of it being not very good or intriguing was irrelevant because the process was in 
place. Probably what you’re saying about mindfulness links to the influence he has had 
on performative practice; if you are to be engaged at this ideal heightened level at all 
times, then there is a performative element implicit. 
 
Angela  And you mentioned earlier about experience being medium..? 
 
Sue  Yes, paying attention and taking heed. And he uses the word ‘noticing’ a lot – 
taking note of things, and activating them. 
 
Angela  From what I’ve read it comes across as a very peaceful way to live, paying 
attention to every little thing.. It’s childlike; maybe as adults it’s something we start to 
lose out on. 
 
Darren  I presume we all put effort into our appearance today, and though you might not 
think that has any value as social exchange or transaction, it totally does. It’s not only 
children – there’s a lot of niche decisions. 
 
Angela  I’m being quite general, but I feel as though I never lost my perspective of things 
happening at the ground level – but I do think that children have a certain sense of 
wonder which is sometimes lost, through life and hardship and adulthood, and I feel 
privileged as an artist to be able to engage with scratches on the wall. 
 
Kevin  I don’t know to what extent such attention to the present in his work is not just 
trying to forget the past. 
 
Sue  Are you thinking of W? 
 
Kevin  Yeah exactly; it seems almost manic. 
 
Jonelle  You do start wondering about his psyche a bit, when he starts talking about 
combatting the void. 
 
Kevin There’s W and there’s La Boutique Obscure, chronicling his dreams… 
 
Sue  Species of Spaces is overall quite peaceful. Elements of W are very disturbing, being 
half the story of a man who was orphaned by the Holocaust, and half the story of this 
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crazy obscene island where an Olympian set up is happening, with people being bred to 
Olympian standards and cordoned off in accordance to levels of physical prowess. In 
Species it seems he’s at ease with the domestic, but then other compulsive tendencies 
start to come through and reach a pitch in something like W. In Life: A User’s Manual 
also, this old man Valene is the embodiment for Perec of this apartment block space, and 
his attention to daily life and the apartment block has resulted in this very harrowing 
experience; when he’s going up the staircase he remembers everyone who went through 
the staircase and he can’t help but remember them. It’s very present and almost 
indistinguishable from the past in his mind. 
 
Angela  I suppose there was so much darkness there in his life.. I think there’s an element 
of that, in the present as a means to escape the past. There’s a sanity where in paying 
attention to small things he’s found a freedom of thought, like he’s found a space in his 
head where he can experience this freedom.  
 
Kevin  I think part of it was also not having freedom of thought, but in order to find a 
more rarefied freedom. 
 
Jonelle  He talks about putting restrictions on words to sort of remove them from their 
purpose so that it doesn’t distract from the experience. Describing things and taking note 
of them until they don’t make sense to you. It seems maybe he plays around with form so 
much for the same reason, to get at a purer experience. 
 
Kevin It’s not just words, in Life: A User’s Manual he uses plot in same way. 
 
Sue  And ‘life’ is described as the story-making machine. 
 
Kevin  Do you know to what extent he went along with post-Structuralist thought, that 
language was like a fascist thing? Or he was using words to get around it? 
 
Sue  I think he’s thrown in a lot with de Certeau and Lefebvre, and I think to a certain 
extent he wanted to get away from that. Certainly Lefebvre was so concerned with 
Marxism and the everyday, and the office space as a place that separates the worker from 
the outcomes of their labours which results in alienation. I think he was most concerned 
with language as a medium, but then some of his writings have provoked quite a lot of 
class readings. Les Passagers du Rhoissy Express, for example, was conducted by Annie 
Ernaik and Francois Maspero. They got to the train out to the Paris suburbs, and then 
made their way back in, Paris and documented in a Perequian inventory, creating a 
compulsive accumulation of encounters from the different class sectors.  The 
photographer (Ernaik) took photographs of all of the encounters and interactions, 
engaging with people living in slums while the writer (Maspero) compulsively kept track 
of everything that happened.  
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Oisín  There’s quite a colonialist air to that. 
 
Sue  Yes, so even though they’re documenting all these changes, without commentary, 
such detail is present that a kind of commentary is evident. It’s like Annie Ernaux’s 
Journal de Dehors, which has also been linked to practices influenced by Perec, where in 
documenting her encounters the detail becomes so intense that the narrator inherently 
betrays certain levels of judgment, even though it’s initially presented as an objective 
stream. 
 
Kevin  So overt commentary becomes unnecessary. Do you think there’s a danger of him 
being appropriated in these ways? 
 
Sue  By whom? 
 
Kevin  Anti-Capitalist readings – or rather misappropriated.  
 
Sue  Not really. Certainly the artistic appropriations of him have been very honest, for 
example with Sophie Calle’s La Filature. She asked her mother to hire a private detective 
to follow her and take pictures which rendered her incredibly conscious of her 
movements, knowing at any time she may or may or may not be being photographed, so 
there was a constant heightened engagement.  
 
Kevin  He seems apolitical or at least unsystematic in his political thought. 
 
Oisín  Sue mentioned Valene – experience, and the act of bearing witness to experience, 
there seems to be a dialectical relationship with Perec, that produces something new or 
produces art or whatever it is, but for him that experience becomes horrific, and so the 
dialectic is broken. As with Zizek, Badiou, the new Lacanians, the dialectic is unresolved, 
and Valene finding horror in this unresolved dialectic does lend itself, even nominally, to 
this sort of Marxist reading. 
 
Sue  Well even that we’ve linked him with John Berger shows that if he were to land 
anywhere it would be Marxism, and Lefebvre’s separation of labour from outcome as a 
form of alienation and as an extraneous body coming into daily living and impinging 
upon it, and how maybe a Perequian modus operandi could somehow negate that. 
 
Darren  But isn’t that also the exact opposite? Because it still just brings it back to 
individual responsibility, which is the same whether or not you work in a factory.  
 
Sue  It’s individual responsibility certainly, but this is a methodology in terms of living 
out the everyday. 
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Darren  If you have slaves or a slave class, and they have hoodwinked into thinking 
they’re really important, they’ll do it really well, because they’ll feel that their person or 
essence is in it. Their being, their want to survive, is to fix that bolt to go in that bridge to 
make that thing. That’s not at all empowering for the individual if they don’t understand 
that that’s what’s happening. In terms of Perec, the reader being educated is like fifty 
percent of the responsibility. He wants to try and find importance in the act, or retain 
importance in the act beyond the object. It won’t matter to a slave class, who are only 
invested in the object.  
 
Oisín  ..an act which is rarefied. The labour value of what they do has been appropriated 
by the upper class. They have no tangible interest in what they produce – is that what you 
mean? 
 
Darren   No I’m saying the opposite; if we all here were given some sort of task – maybe 
art is the perfect example – we feel like that’s where our personal gift is going to be 
expressed best. 
 
Kevin  So in what way does Perec counteract that? I’ve heard it stated about him that in 
taking the letter ‘e’ he was attempting to take down capitalism, as in through such a 
means you could extract yourself from such a system. 
 
Sue  We’ve gone down this very specific track..   
 
Kevin Of unorthodox Marxism?  
 
Oisín  We’ve conflated expropriation with appropriation, which are two different things I 
think, but there is a kernel there. 
 
Sue  He’s tied in so much with the ideologies around everyday living, most of which are 
heavily political, surrealism for example breaking down capitalist engagement with the 
urban landscape – you have Guy Debord, Raoul Vaneigem and everyone else, but 
readings of the work lend themselves more to textuality as a way toward transcendental 
ramfications, so you’re immersed in a series of precepts, and when you are engaging at 
such a level things begin to shift. Maybe at five past twelve a bus drives by and then at 
half past the same bus with the same number of passengers on the same route goes by but 
it’s different; your experience of that bus is different to the last going by, infinitely 
altered, because of whatever incremental changes have gone on in the interim.  
 
Jonelle  It’s to do with the actual textural quality of the experience. There is a part in 
Species where he talks about reading: “Reading isn’t merely to read a text. It isn’t merely 
the abstract communion between author and reader. It is, at the same time, the noise of 
the Metro, or the swaying of a railway compartment, or the heat of the sun on the beach 
and the shouts of the children playing a little way off, or the sensation of hot water in the 
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bath, or the waiting for sleep…” Nothing is ever just the object that you have, no activity 
is ever just its object; it’s a holistic experience. For me, from reading Species, this is the 
kernel of what he’s getting at. 
 
Sue  Things aren’t just happening in time, they happen both in time and space, but when 
you’re operating at this level the ontological distinctions start to blur. Does a light 
coming on occur in time or space? The more engaged you’re being or the more neutral 
you’re trying to be, not only do cultural signifiers start to fade away but these base 
statuses also begin to get question, as you’re arguably getting closer to the actual 
experience before it garners any additional distinctions.  
 
Oisín  Does that not go back to St Augustine who was not able to read within his own 
head? That sort of separation. He was mystified at reading without saying the words 
aloud, and this point reading branches off and becomes something quite different, so 
these reading processes that we’re talking about were at one stage considered impossible.   
 
Kevin  George Steiner believes that nobody can read without a vacuum of absolute 
silence. No man is a serious man unless he reads in silence. He teaches in Harvard, and 
you have to be able to speak Latin and Greek to get into his English class. I think Perec 
seems to be one of the only French writers who hasn’t mythologized himself too 
seriously. You know, he has ridiculous hair, etc… He seems like someone who comes 
after the seriousness of existentialism and whatever else. 
 
Angela The affection for the object is what struck me initially, and for him it’s also the 
letter and the word, and changing them around – and that’s what you do with material: 
you think ‘I can’t go any further’, and yet you do, and you can only do that through 
process. There seems a parallel with his name being changed, and taking on this French 
identity. I think there’s something there in that initial link of his name being changed or 
altered. 
 
Jonelle  There is an obvious affection for the object even though he’s only taking an 
inventory of them. 
 
Angela But if you consider his getting rid of ‘e’, and there being two ‘e’s in Perec... It 
seems he works out of necessity, like Louise Bougeois who works out of necessity for her 
sanity.  
 
Sue Certainly there’s this insistence on preserving the present, which seems hugely 
necessary, and sort of shuns many ideological trajectories as well because there’s no 
projection into the future, there’s no leading into anything to serve a future purpose. 
When he says ‘question your teaspoons’, it’s hard to project that. 
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Angela And he also mentions that we should do this ‘before we lose our sense of 
wonder’, giving great significance to these little objects, asking everyone to have wonder 
for these things and questioning how we’re different from them. 
 
Jonelle It seems he wants experience to be incorruptible.  
 
Darren  And as well it seems he’s taking some responsibility for delivering the fantastic 
element of the spoon… Bourgeois saying she makes art because she’d go mad otherwise  
is a cop-out.  There are no means of doing something other than being free to do it and 
wanting to do it, so just accept it.  
 
Angela  Doing it because you want to do it and doing it for your sanity would be one and 
the same for me. 
 
Darren Would the person questioning the teaspoon have a level of sanity that someone 
else could recognize? 
 
Oisín  Am I wrong in saying that Perec spent time in a sanatorium?  I may have 
complicated that, but the point being mental illness is something that’s socially 
constructed rather than innate to someone. 
 
Darren  Socially constructed coming to be a point of irresponsibility: I am now not 
responsible enough to be socially affective. Don’t have to hold onto my sense of 
inanimate or innate. 
 
Oisín  Socially constructed as sort of a zero point. 
 
Angela  I’m sure he considered himself completely sane. I just used the link to Louise 
Bourgeois, because he had this affection for the object... I identify with this need to make. 
 
Jonelle  That’s interesting to consider knowing that he says ‘space is reassurance’. 
Undifferentiated things get engulfed into some sort of void unless he endorses them, 
takes note of the fact that he is there experiencing them.  
 
Darren  Past is what you don’t think about in the present. What isn’t happening right 
now? It’s inconsequential what the problem actually is… What’s being prioritised? 
 
Oisín  Similar to Rachel Whiteread’s plaster casts of the interiors of houses or 
buildings... Something is made more real, and rarefied by its lack, by the memory. 
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Rachel Whiteread, House, 1993, concrete sculpture 
 
Angela  She focuses on the negative space, displacing focus on the positive. 
 
Oisin You’re now occupying negative space, whereas you usually occupy the positive, so 
she’s rupturing that dialectic.   
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Darren  But what’s the point of his intentionality? Is the point of it not him and a jumper, 
or him and a staircase or him and whatever it is? It’s about his importance, and it’s 
importance in him, but if there was another person…? 
 
Jonelle  It’s not about him, it’s about experience. Everyone has their own locus of 
experience and it’s about activating it.  
 
Sue  Subjectivity is integral, but that’s not where it ends. 
 
Darren  Rather than it have its own weight or character – beyond nationhood? Because 
that’s very political, that’s not apolitical at all.  
 
Sue  Consider for a moment that space has been politicised rather than space is political.  
 
Darren  I don’t mean space is political, but the context of space, in a Perequian way, is 
that it’s enacted or envisioned or enabled by us.  
 
Oisín  I think the point is that political circumstances aren’t things that pre-exist. They 
are reiterated and reproduced perpetually. 
 
Darren  But it’s like the constitution – they’re not necessarily implemented, but people 
don’t do anything against it. 
 
Oisín  Legalistically, things have to be reproduced using coercion and using force. They 
exist on a theoretical level, but in order to have meaning they have to exist by force. The 
constitution has an intangible meaning until it’s reinforced by state power.   
 
Sue  He does get involved in ‘cultural shapings’, not in an explicitly political way but in 
terms of daily living, the formations of a neighbourhood; you can park on one side of the 
street, but not on the other. People will cycle here, but they won’t cycle there – why? In 
‘Life…’, we have this character considering this apartment block, considering that in the 
future it will not be there, and the means by which that will happen, which he delivers in 
a series of hypothetical but very probable notices – planning permissions, requests having 
been granted, descriptions of the new complex – so that he does refer to exterior forces. 
 
Darren  He doesn’t really prioritise those social constructions or whatever. There’s a 
friendliness to his understanding about these things. 
 
Sue  Yeah, he’s very personable and aware that these spaces have the potential to lie 
dormant to a certain extent, and that’s sort of where subjectivity comes back into it, and 
how all these concurrent diverse subjectivities are enacting on a space.  
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Darren  But as a mechanism or as a tool in the world of literature, what does it function 
as? 
 
Oisín  Function?  
 
Darren  I understand that for him, the function was writing.  
 
Sue  I’m going to bring it back to his focus on writing, and the danger of things being 
labelled onto him in terms of the transformative nature of the everyday: eventually what 
nostalgia becomes, the stuff of literature and poetry, these days that were banal but are 
perfect-seeming retrospectively, his negotiation of words working as though with 
tangible materials, continually coming back to text as a medium, text as words as 
medium, the emergence of words, the actual writing as a spatio-temporal occurrence that 
differentiates it from the fleeting presence of the spoken word – requiring a physical 
manifestation, feeds into contemporary practices, like Mario Fusco and her writings on 
textuality. I see that as hugely important for what it means to have written something, or 
for the ontological status of say a book. 
 
Darren  It seems like the question is: what does it serve best?  
 
Sue  It’s about text serving itself. 
 
Oisín  I’m really interested in that idea that nostalgia is the stuff of romance and poetry, 
but in the present day it’s also the stuff of fascism, this idea that nostalgia as a cultural 
thing is used to serve fascistic ends, these slogans like ‘Keep Calm & Carry On’, it has a 
maligned sort of cultural influence at the same time as something which we think of as 
warm and an apolitical thing. 
 
Darren  Do you feel that he ever made the wrong decision? You’re there by definition of 
being the reader? That he ever went the wrong way? Because his importance is about 
subject, you’re literally stepping into his descriptions and adopting his psyche. 
 
Oisín  I think if we’re approaching Perec’s work as valorising the act of writing, rather 
than the individual, then from that there surely must be criticism of his individuality…  
 
Darren  I don’t read thinking that the other person knows what they’re talking about, but 
that I understand something of what they’re talking about, but as a result, with him 
employing the subject to such an extent, where would the editing process come in?  
 
Sue  Do you mean because he’s operating in such close proximity to the bare facts? 
 
Darren Yeah to the bare facts, but they’re his bare facts.  
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Jonelle  As in, because he’s working with everything that comes to him, how is he 
making a decision or how does he know it’s the right decision?  
 
Darren  More how we become the conduit of his decision making?  
 
Jonelle  It’s not so much what he’s saying as the actual activity of saying it. There are no 
wrong decisions because it’s not what he’s listing but doing the listing that’s important. I 
don’t think you really get involved in his situation or ‘become’ Perec – it’s more that you 
recognise what he’s doing and why he’s doing it; you recognise it of your own 
experience and that’s what he’s trying to prompt. 
 
Darren  But his subject is present, and that’s what you’re reading. 
 
Oisín  I think you come to a dead-end when you get to right and wrong in discussing 
literature, not that it’s a dead-end question, but you have to maybe narrow down the 
terms upon which you talk about right and wrong. 
 
Jonelle  I don’t think you have to get involved in his experience. He’s not trying to bring 
you into his bedroom and meet his cat, that’s not what’s happening. He’s trying to 
activate your own recognition of the things that are happening in your own space, using 
the material closest at hand – working within the knowledge that this material must 
always be comprised of the contents of one’s own life.  
 
Sue  This is what I’m fixating on, when you come down to this base level, the ontological 
status of the experience and the person experiencing it begin to blur, subject and a space 
exist on a more even keel. 
 
Darren  That there’s an exchange?  
 
Sue  Not to the extent that they’re interchangeable, but they enact on each other in the 
same way, and I think there’s a degree of humility in his recognition of that, and maybe 
that’s what you’re picking up on when you ask if he went the wrong way. 
 
Oisín  This is the nature of materialist sort of thought, what Trotsky talks about because 
things are always in a state of change; the representation of something is never that which 
it represents, art obviously must instead represent this tension of change... I’d be 
interested to hear anything more about this family and the Holocaust? 
 
Sue  To be honest I don’t know much outside of the autobiographical material in W or 
The Memories of Childhood. The W means the intersection of two stories forming 
coherent meaning, as two Vs form the coherent sign of W. 
 
Oisín  What are the two sides of W? 
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Sue  One is the narrative of a man looking back to his parents, and his point of origin 
coming back to haunt him, and the other side is the description of this crazy dystopian, 
Olympian island, and the notion that in reading something about this incredibly hostile, 
aggressive, misogynistic prejudiced environment you are learning something about his 
childhood. 
 
Angela  It also sounds like it’s a concentration camp. 
 
Sue  Yes, how they think about the human form and the attempt to control their minds 
through brainwashing.  
 
Oisín  That’s very interesting if you think of Thomas Pynchon and his book V; the 
abiding visual metaphor is two lines converging toward nothing, and it’s the lack at the 
centre which forms the basic horror for most of the novel’s characters. 
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